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August 16, 2016 
 
Karen M. Gaidasz, Project Manager 
Major Projects Management Section 
Division of Environmental Permits 
625 Broadway, 4th Floor 
Albany, NY 1233-1750 
 
 
Re: Response to 2nd Notice of Incomplete Application 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
Joint Permit Application 
Millennium Pipeline Company, LLC - Valley Lateral Project 
 

 
Dear Ms. Gaidasz: 
 
Millennium Pipeline Company, L.L.C. (Millennium) is providing this response to the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation’s (NYSDEC) June 17, 2016 2nd Notice of Incomplete 
Application (Notice) with respect to the proposed Valley Lateral Project (Project), FERC Docket No. 
CP16-17-000.  The Notice was provided in response to Millennium’s Joint Permit Application (JPA) filed 
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and NYSDEC, and requested additional information with respect 
to rare species, water resources, fisheries and wetlands to enable NYSDEC to complete its review of the 
completeness of the JPA pursuant to 6 NYCRR Part 621.3(a) as well as its overall review of the Project.   

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC or Commission) has exclusive authority to regulate 
the sale and transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce under the Natural Gas Act (NGA).1  
Millennium is a “natural gas company” as defined by the NGA and subject to the Commission’s NGA 
jurisdiction.2  Section 7 of the NGA grants the Commission the exclusive power to authorize the 
construction and operation of interstate transportation facilities.3  Millennium must first obtain a 
“certificate of public convenience and necessity” from FERC before Millennium can construct or extend 
any of the Valley Lateral Project facilities. 

Millennium is also required to obtain other federal authorizations, including Clean Water Act (CWA) 
Section 401 water quality certification (WQC),4 which, in the State of New York, is administered by the 
NYSDEC.  NYSDEC’s role under section 401 of the CWA is to confirm that the Project will comply with 
the CWA’s water quality standards.  To the extent this response provides information pertaining to state-
promulgated regulations beyond which is required to comply with the CWA, Millennium continues to 

                                                           
1 15 U.S.C. §§ 717-717z. 
2 Id. at 717(2).   
3 Id. § 717f. 
4 33 U.S.C. § 1341. 
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respond in voluntary cooperation with NYSDEC.  Through the JPA review process, Millennium has 
added several horizontal directional drills to address NYSDEC’s concerns such that 39% of the pipeline 
will now be installed by a trenchless method to completely avoid direct surface impacts to most of the 
wetlands and waterbodies to be crossed by the Project, and obtain a 401 WQC permit from the NYSDEC.  

With this response, Millennium has fully responded to NYSDEC’s information requests and believes that 
its application is now complete.  Millennium respectfully requests that the NYSDEC now issue a Notice 
of Complete Application under the N.Y.S. Uniform Procedures Act and the agency’s regulations 
regarding the same – 6 NYCRR Part 621.  As set forth below, Millennium undertakes a similar approach 
to the response process it took with respect to other information requests made by NYSDEC, whereby it 
first restates the agency’s comment and then provides the applicable response. 
 

A. STATE AND FEDERAL THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES 

Indiana Bats (Myotis sodalis) and Northern Long-Eared Bats (Myotis septentrionalis) 
 
NYSDEC staff has determined that the entire preferred route (as defined in the Application) is “occupied 
habitat” for Indiana bats.  An occupied habitat includes areas within 2.5 miles of identified critical 
habitat features, including roost trees. NYSDEC staff has determined that the Project, if constructed 
along the preferred route, is entirely within 2.5 miles of one or more roost trees (both maternity and 
bachelor colonies). 
 
Given the importance of the bat habitat along the preferred route of the Project, and the potential for 
significant impacts to this habitat, additional information is required in order for the NYSDEC to make 
an impact determination for Indiana bats, thereby determining whether a take or taking of Indiana bats 
will occur, which would then require a permit under 6 NYCRR Part 182. This required information is as 
follows: 
 

• An assessment of the Project’s indirect impacts to Indiana bats including an evaluation 
of temporary or permanent increases in noise, vibration, dust, chemical use, lighting, 
equipment use and general levels of human activity. 
 

Response 
 

Millennium has evaluated the potential indirect effects of the Project on Indiana bats with respect 
to temporary or permanent increases in noise / vibration, dust, chemical use, lighting, equipment 
use and general levels of human activity.  While each of these impacts is discussed below, 
Millennium believes that the Project will not result in a significant adverse impact on either 
individual Indiana bats or any population of bats.   

To assist with the additional analysis requested by NYSDEC, Millennium formally requested 
existing Indiana bat roost tree data from NYSDEC.  Millennium followed proper NYSDEC 
procedure and provided the required non-disclosure agreements.  On July 20, 2016, NYSDEC 
provided the requested roost tree data, and this data was used to develop the analysis provided 
within this response.  
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Noise / Vibration 

Millennium is proposing to conduct all construction activities during times when Indiana bats 
may be present within the Project area, including horizontal directional drilling (HDD), during 
the day.  Additionally, while Myotis species can be sensitive to sound, the majority of 
construction equipment operates at a noise level which is below the frequency range audible to 
bats (Montgomery Watson and 3D/I 1998).  Noise generated during tree clearing activities will be 
significantly greater than construction; however all tree clearing will only occur during periods 
when bats are not present (November 1 to March 31).  Since the majority of work associated with 
the Project is scheduled outside of the active period for Indiana bats within the Project area and 
construction equipment will operate below the frequency level of sound audible to bats, noise 
generated from the Project will not have an adverse effect on Indiana bats. 

Dust 

Dust from earth-moving and general construction activities will be generated during the active 
construction periods (daytime) and will abate at night when construction activities cease and 
relative humidity increases causing dust to settle.  Dust suspended in the air column could affect 
roosting bats through decreased air quality and coating fur which could result in relocation to 
suitable roosting habitat further from the Project area.  Millennium has developed dust-control 
measures to be implemented during construction (e.g. watering of disturbed soil areas) which will 
minimize the potential for dust-related impacts outside of the construction workspace.  Dust 
levels generated by the Project are not anticipated to reach a level that would harm or harass 
Indiana bats, and Millennium will employ a dedicated environmental inspector that will evaluate 
dust levels and require the contractor to implement regular dust control measures.  Therefore, 
Millennium does not anticipate any adverse effects of dust generated by the Project on Indiana 
bats. 

Chemical Use 

Millennium does not anticipate the use of chemicals for vegetation management or general 
construction activities aside from those such as fuel, hydraulic fluid, etc. associated with 
construction equipment.  HDD fluid will be comprised of bentonite clay and water, which are 
both inert and do not pose a potential risk to Indiana bats.  Millennium has developed a spill 
prevention plan for use during construction, and equipment will have spill containment kits to 
ensure that any unanticipated spills of chemicals are remediated immediately.  As such, 
Millennium does not anticipate any adverse effects of chemical use during construction on 
Indiana bats. 

Lighting 

Millennium does not anticipate the use of lighting during construction activities when Indiana 
bats may be active in the area.  Lighting may be used during winter construction based on the 
lack of available daylight; however Indiana bats are not expected to be present during that time of 
year (prior to April 1).  Should lighting be required during the time of year when Indiana bats 
may be active in the Project area, the potential effect would be limited to foraging at dusk.  
Millennium plans on a 10-hour construction day; therefore lighting would be limited to the end of 
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the work day.  Lighting is not likely to adversely affect roosting behavior based on the majority of 
the construction activities being conducted outside of the active period and limitation of work to 
daylight hours.  Therefore, while lighting could result in a minor impact on foraging behavior, it 
is not likely to result in an incidental take. 

Equipment Use 

As previously discussed, Millennium is proposing to conduct all tree clearing as well as a 
majority of the construction activities associated with the pipeline between November 1, 2016 
and March 31, 2017, which coincides with the time of year that Indiana bats are not active within 
the Project area.  Equipment use will be limited to the FERC-approved workspace areas, access 
roads and staging areas which will be clearly delineated / marked in the field.  Dedicated 
environmental inspectors will be present during construction to ensure that the Project is 
constructed in accordance with applicable regulatory approvals from FERC, USFWS, NYSDEC 
and the Town of Wawayanda.  Millennium is proposing a 10-hour work day, six days per week 
with the exception of HDD activities which may occur seven days per week.  Since the approved 
workspace areas will be cleared of vegetation prior to the Indiana bat active season and all 
equipment will be operated within designated workspace areas, Millennium does not anticipate 
any adverse effects of equipment use on Indiana bats. 

General Human Activity 

Although the construction of the Project will result in a temporary increase in general human 
activity within habitat potentially used by Indiana bats for foraging, there is no known roosting 
activity within any of the Project workspace areas.  Based on the existing level of human activity 
within the Project area including active agriculture, commercial and residential development and 
transportation (I-84 and secondary roadways), proximity to human activity is not likely to 
adversely affect Indiana bats.  There are no known impacts on Indiana bats associated with 
existing human activity in the Project area and any increased impacts from Millennium’s 
activities would be temporary and negligible.  Once construction is completed and the contractors 
have departed, human activity will revert to preconstruction levels which will be maintained 
during operation of the Project.  
 

• A determination if the Project will result in temporary or permanent loss, degradation, and/or 
fragmentation of roosting, foraging, swarming and commuting or wintering habitat for Indiana 
bats.  

Response 

Roosting Habitat 

Projects like the proposed Valley Lateral Project, where construction will remove trees proximate 
to known, or potential, summer historic occurrences, can potentially affect bats through direct 
mortality.  If construction activities remove trees inhabited by roosting bats during spring, 
summer, or autumn, these bats may suffer direct mortality.  Such mortality has been previously 
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documented in Cope et al. (1974) and Belwood (2002).5  Perhaps the worst case scenario is the 
removal of a maternity roost tree in which adult female and non-volant young are roosting.  Less 
damaging would be mortality suffered by male or non-reproductive female bats roosting in a tree 
as it is cleared, in that these bats are likely to roost alone or in small groups and fewer bats are 
likely to be affected.   

Impacts to known roost trees at issue here, however, will be avoided during the course of the 
proposed action, and will remain available to roosting bats in subsequent maternity seasons.  

Millennium will avoid clearing trees during the active season (April 1 through October 31) for the 
entire length of the proposed route.  As such, direct mortality to bats associated with summer 
habitat from the proposed action will be avoided and indirect effects to those individuals would be 
insignificant and discountable.  

Adverse effects to listed bats resulting from the removal of potentially suitable roosting habitat are 
not likely to occur because: 

• The decrease in potentially suitable roosting habitat within a 2.5-mile radius from the 
facilities as a result of construction and operation of the Project is very small (0.05%), and 

• pre- and post-construction percent forest cover within the action area (46.8 percent) exceed 
the 35% threshold recommended by NYSDEC in its June 8 letter and are well within the 
range of forest cover known to support maternity colonies. 

As such, the potential for indirect adverse effects to roosting habitat as a result of the proposed 
action are insignificant and discountable. 

Foraging Habitat 

As described above, Indiana bats most commonly forage in areas with deciduous trees.  Areas 
with widely differing proportions of the landscape in forest cover are known to support maternity 
colonies that successfully raise young.  For example, forest cover ranges from less than 10 percent 
to over 80 percent within four kilometers (km) of known Indiana bat roosts in Indiana, Illinois, 
Missouri, and Michigan (Callahan 1997, Gardner et al. 1991, Kurta and Murray 2002).6   

                                                           
5 See Cope, J.B., A.R. Richter, and R.S. Mills. 1974. A summer concentration of the Indiana bat, Myotis sodalis, in 
Wayne County, Indiana. Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science 83: 482-484; Belwood, J.J. 2002. 
Endangered bats in suburbia: observations and concerns for the future. Pp 193–198 in: The Indiana Bat: Biology and 
Management of an Endangered Species. A. Kurta and J. Kennedy (ed). Bat Conservation International, Austin, 
Texas. 
6 See Callahan, E., R. Drobney, and R. Clawson. 1997. Selection of summer roosting sites by Indiana bats (Myotis 
sodalis) in Missouri. Journal of Mammalogy 78: 818–825; Gardner, J. E., J. D. Garner, and J. E. Hofmann. 1991, 
Summer roost selection and roosting behavior of Myotis sodalis (Indiana bat) in Illinois. Unpublished report to 
Region 3 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Fort Snelling, MN; Gardner, J. E., J. D. Garner, and J. E. Hofmann.  1991.  
Summary of Myotis sodalis summer habitat studies in Illinois with recommendations for impact assessment. 
Unpublished report prepared for Indiana Bat and Gray Bat Recovery Team Meeting, Columbia, Missouri; Kurta, A. 
and S.W. Murray. 2002. Philopatry and migration of banded Indiana bats (Myotis sodalis) and effects of radio 
transmitters. Journal of Mammalogy 83: 585-589. 
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The proposed Project will result in the removal of a minimal area of habitat that is potentially 
suitable for use by foraging bats.  If suitable foraging habitat upon which listed bats depend is 
removed, they may be forced to locate to new foraging areas in nearby forests.  In such cases, 
individual bats may expend additional energy or may experience increased competition.  The 
effect of this increased energy expenditure and competition may be entirely inconsequential to 
bats in suitable habitat or bats that are otherwise in good condition.  However, if the habitat 
removal is substantial enough, the bats are in poor condition, and inter- or intra-specific 
competition is intense, it is conceivable that bats in these conditions would have reduced 
survivability.  This scenario is unlikely to occur as a result of the proposed Project given the small 
percentage of potentially suitable foraging habitat to be removed relative to the amount of 
potentially suitable habitat available in the immediate vicinity. Therefore, adverse effects to 
Indiana bats resulting from the removal of potentially suitable foraging habitat are not likely to 
occur. 

Swarming, Commuting and Wintering Habitat 

In early to mid-autumn (for some males, departure may be as early as July), Indiana bats migrate 
back to traditional winter hibernacula.  This is the time (called swarming) when most mating 
occurs (USFWS 2016).7  During swarming, bats fly in and out of cave entrances from dusk to 
dawn, while relatively few roost in the caves during the day (i.e., they continue to use trees near 
the caves as their day roosts).  In addition to mating, bats forage in adjacent forested areas to 
build up their fat reserves for hibernation.  Hence, maintaining sufficient foraging habitat around 
occupied hibernacula is important for Indiana bat survival. 

Construction and operation of the Project will not result in a significant impact on the extent of 
available foraging habitat for Indiana bats within 2.5 miles of known roost trees.  Additionally, 
Millennium is not aware of any hibernacula present within 10 miles of the Project; therefore the 
full extent of swarming and wintering habitat for Indiana bats will be unaffected by the Project.  
Since the Project will be completed well in advance of the fall migration of Indiana bats to the 
swarming habitat and winter hibernacula, there will be no adverse effect on the these habitats as a 
result of the Project.  

 
• Identification of conservation measures to be implemented during construction and operation to 

minimize the likelihood of adverse indirect impacts to Indiana bats, such as preserving roost 
trees, minimizing clearing in suitable occupied habitat and maintaining forested connections; 
and mitigation measures to offset indirect impacts to bats. 

 
Response 

1) Avoidance of clearing activities between April 1 and October 31 in 2016 and 2017; 

2) Avoidance of potentially-suitable roost trees within the approved workspace areas to the 
extent practicable; 

                                                           
7 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). 2016. 
https://www.fws.gov/midwest/Endangered/section7/pdf/COE-navBO824-3-ibat.pdf.   

https://www.fws.gov/midwest/Endangered/section7/pdf/COE-navBO824-3-ibat.pdf
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3) Erection of artificial roost structures at a rate of 5 per 1 km for “rocket”-type houses, or 1 
per 1 km for Brandenbark or similar advanced structures within the known occurrence 
buffers as they overlap with the proposed Project alignment; 

4) Routine operation of the proposed Project is not expected to affect Indiana bats or their 
habitat.  Subsequent to construction, maintenance activities (i.e., vegetation management) 
along the permanent right-of-way will occur periodically to allow for visual inspection of 
the pipeline corridor.  Due to the regular maintenance of the permanent right-of-way, tree 
saplings and/or shrubs to be removed will not be of sufficient size to provide roosting 
habitat for listed bat species.  

In addition to the evaluation factors described above, the following specific questions must to be 
addressed in the impact analysis: 
 
1) What is the existing percentage of forested cover within the occupied habitat area and of 

this, how much is considered suitable Indiana bat habitat? 
a) The area within a 2.5 miles radius of the at least 10 known roost trees be used for 

this analysis. 
Response 
 
The Project area contains approximately 17,716 acres of forested habitat based on available data 
(USDA GIS Forest Coverage) within 2.5 miles of either side of the Project facilities that is potentially 
suitable for use by roosting and/or foraging Indiana bats.  NYSDEC provided roost tree data for five 
known locations that were located within 2.5 miles of the Project.  These five roost tree locations 
were used for the analysis. 
 
2) Considering the tree clearing proposed by the Project for both construction and 

maintenance operations, what will the percentage of suitable forested cover be within the 
occupied habitat post construction?  The area within a 2.5 miles radius of the at least 10 
known roost trees should be used for this analysis. 

 
Response 
 

As shown in the table below, the decrease in forest cover caused by Project implementation is very 
small (0.15 percent is largest change for any of the known roost tree locations) and there is 
sufficient forested habitat available adjacent to the areas where tree removal is proposed, and; 

Pre- and post-construction percent forest cover within the action area for all of the known roost 
tree locations exceed the 35% threshold recommended by NYSDEC and are well within the 
range of forest cover known to support maternity colonies. 
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 Pre and Post-Construction Forest Coverage within 2.5 Miles of Project Facilities and Known Indiana Bat Roost Tree 
Locations 

Roost Tree 
ID 

Acreage within 
2.5 miles of 
roost and 

Project 
facilities 

Current 
Forested Area 

within 2.5 
miles of roost 

and Project 
facilities 
(acres) 

Current 
Forested Area 

within 2.5 miles 
of roost and 

Project 
facilities 

(percentage) 

Workspace 
within 2.5 miles 

of roost 
locations 

(excluding HDD 
and Bore) 
(acres)a 

Anticipated 
tree clearing 

for workspace 
within 2.5 

miles of roost 
locations 
(acres)a 

Post-
construction 
forested area 

within 2.5 miles 
of roost and 

Project facilities 
(acres) 

Post-
Construction 
Forested Area 

within 2.5 miles 
of roost and 

Project 
facilities 

(percentage) 

Change in 
Forested 

Area within 
2.5 miles of 
roost and 

Project 
facilities 

(percentage) 

INBA_1 8,756 3,229 36.88% 44 3 3,227 36.85% -0.03% 

INBA_2 9,231 5,087 55.11% 39 14 5,073 54.96% -0.15% 

INBA_3 11,743 5,840 49.73% 44 16 5,824 49.60% -0.14% 

INBA_4 11,650 5,823 49.98% 44 16 5,807 49.84% -0.14% 

INBA_5 12,012 5,292 44.05% 56 3 5,289 44.03% -0.02% 

a – The 2.5-mile buffer associated with several of the roost trees overlap; therefore the workspace and acreage of tree clearing for the 
Project also overlaps and should not be used for any analysis aside from the individual roost trees. 
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3) What is the actual acreage of trees that will be removed along the pipeline ROW, access roads 
and laydown areas? A depiction of these areas on an aerial image should be included as in the 
analysis. 

 
Response 

 

Acreage of Tree Removal for the Valley Lateral Project 

Workspace 
Type/Facility 

Upland Forest Wetland Forest (PFO) Totald 

Constructiona Operationb Constructiona Operationc Construction Operation 

Pipeline Right-of-Way 10.83 7.36 0.11 0.06 10.94 3.52 

Additional Temporary 
Workspace 4.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.18 0.00 

Aboveground Facilities 

Launcher (MP 0.0) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Receiver (MP 7.8) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Meter Station Piping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Meter Station (MP 7.8) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Access Roads 1.13 0.04 0.00 0.00 1.13 0.04 

Pipeyards 2.93 1.73 0.00 0.00 2.93 1.73 

Project Total: 19.06 9.13 0.11 0.06 19.18 9.19 

Notes: Sums may not equal addends due to rounding. 

a:  Includes land to be used for construction, including any land that would be retained for operation of the new facilities.   

b:  Includes only land acquired for operation of the pipeline (e.g., 50-foot permanent pipeline ROW).  Includes land required for 
operation of the pig launcher and receiver, meter station, and permanent access roads.   

c:  Permanent wetland impacts are limited to the conversion of 0.06 acres of forested wetland for maintenance of a 30-foot 
wide area along the pipeline right-of-way in areas of trenched crossings. 

d:  Construction and operation acres excluding area between trenchless entry and exit points which will be limited to hand 
clearing only for a maximum 10 foot wide footpath during construction.  
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4) For any areas of the Project that are at or below 35% forested cover, please provide the 

following additional information. 
a) Please provide detailed acreage of tree removal for the pipeline, including associated 

assess roads and laydown areas. 
b) What is the quality of the forested Indiana bat habitat (age, species, and diameter at 

breast height (DBH) of the trees) within the area planned for removal? 
 

Response 
 
Land cover within 2.5 miles of the Project facilities and the known roost trees ranges between 
approximately 37% and 44% forested land.  The proposed Project-related impacts to forested land 
will be less and 0.2% and will not decrease the available forested habitat below 35%.  Therefore, the 
details requested by NYSDEC are not required.  

 
Bog Turtle (Clemmys muhlenbergii) 
 
Portions of NYSDEC Wetland MD-23 have been identified as potential bog turtle habitat by the Applicant, 
and therefore, NYSDEC considers the entire contiguous wetland complex to be potential bog turtle 
habitat. Accordingly, NYSDEC Wetland MD- 23, which corresponds to Wetland ID W-AG at milepost 7.6, 
should be considered potential bog turtle habitat and a full evaluation of the potential impacts to this 
habitat should be undertaken. 
 
Wetland ID W-AG is proposed to be traversed via horizontal directional drill (“HDD”). While HDD 
minimizes impacts to wetlands, it is still possible for the potential bog turtle habitat to be impacted 
through operation and maintenance activities, vegetation clearing, inadvertent returns of fracking fluid, 
and impacts to shallow groundwater from the HDD process. These potential impacts should be evaluated 
by the Applicant and avoidance and minimization measures should be identified. 
 
In its April 22, 2016 correspondence to FERC, the Applicant advised that the remaining areas that have 
not been surveyed for bog turtle will be surveyed once access is available. As previously stated, the 
NYSDEC requests that the resulting survey information be provided to NYSDEC staff for review, 
consideration and, if necessary, supplemental comments, once available. In the meantime, in order to 
meet the requirements of a complete application, NYSDEC staff request that the Applicant provide 
measures that will be taken both during construction and operation of the pipeline to avoid impacts to 
bog turtles, should it be determined that the remaining areas are occupied bog turtle habitat. 
 
Response 
 
The potential bog turtle habitat identified outside of the Project survey corridor is approximately 250 feet 
from the centerline of the HDD drill alignment at its closest point (MP 7.5).  The Phase 1 bog turtle 
survey covered all portions of Wetland W-AG within the proposed workspace areas and did not identify 
any potentially-suitable habitat.  Therefore, actual survey data should be used in the evaluation of 
potential adverse impacts versus a blanket determination based on historical information from other areas 
within this extensive wetland complex.  The use of HDD technology will avoid direct surface impact to 
Wetland W-AG.  Clearing along the centerline of the HDD (at least 240 feet from the potentially suitable 
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bog turtle habitat) would be limited to upland areas with hand-clearing minimal vegetation (a maximum 
10-foot wide path) to lay the HDD guide wire and for personnel to access and monitor the drill path 
during construction.  No impact on the wetland located outside of the proposed workspace areas would 
occur from this activity.  Additionally, the pipeline in this location, as indicated on Millennium’s site-
specific HDD drawings submitted with its Application to FERC, would be approximately 40 feet below 
ground level.  The HDD would not have any impact on shallow groundwater when installed at this depth.   
 
In the unlikely event that a release of drilling fluid occurs during drilling operations, Millennium will 
follow its HDD Contingency Plan, filed with its Application to FERC, to contain and clean up the 
released drilling fluid.  Adhering to the Project Environmental Construction Standards (Project ECS) and 
HDD Contingency Plan would avoid impacts on the wetland area located 240 feet from the alignment.  
To further reduce any likelihood of the potential for drill fluid released within the Project workspace to 
reach the extended area outside the survey corridor, Millennium will have a dedicated Environmental 
Inspector at this location during the drill operation.  In addition, Millennium is willing to employ a 
certified bog turtle biologist to monitor Wetland W-AG during construction until this segment of the 
pipeline is successfully installed.  Once the pipeline is installed, no vegetation clearing will occur within 
Wetland W-AG during routine operation of the system. 
 
All hydrostatic test water will be released into uplands more than 300 feet from wetlands that contain 
potential bog turtle habitat and with proper sediment and erosion controls in place.  Milepost locations for 
hydrostatic test water discharge are identified in Table B-5 of the EA, none of which are located within 
300 feet of wetlands that contain potential bog turtle habitat. 
 
Millennium confirms that survey reports for areas where no survey has been conducted to date will be 
provided to NYSDEC once access is available and surveys are complete.  In any event, Millennium has 
incorporated an HDD into to the Project design between approximate mileposts 2.56 and 3.55 to install 
the pipeline beneath any wetlands located within current no-access parcels (see attached site plans).  
Should potentially suitable bog turtle habitat be identified once access is acquired to the parcels, 
Millennium will follow the same protocol as described previously for Wetland W-AG. 
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B. WATER RESOURCES, FISHERIES AND WETLANDS   
 
1) NYSDEC previously identified an error in Table 10A-2 within Resource Report 10 (November 

2015).  The reported number of mapped NYSDEC regulated wetlands is inaccurate.  NYSDEC 
staff finds that there are at least two additional NYSDEC mapped wetlands (MD-26 and MD-29) 
that need to be represented on this table.  The mapped NYSDEC regulated wetlands MD-29 and 
MD-26 depicted on Pages 20 and 24 of the Wetland and Waterbody Delineation Maps by TRC 
created 2/17/16, appear to be connected to the delineated federal wetlands W-AI and W-V to be a 
single wetland since they function as a unit in accordance with 6 NYCRR Part 664.7(b).  
NYSDEC (i) notified both the Applicant and FERC of this error by its comments on the FERC 
application, submitted March 8, 2016 and (ii) restated the error to the Applicant at an in-person 
meeting that occurred at NYSDEC’s Central Office on April 4, 2016.  NYSDEC again requests 
that the Applicant revise all maps and tables to reflect that W-AI and W-V are NYSDEC regulated 
wetlands. 

 
Response 

Millennium acknowledges the NYSDEC comment regarding the classification of wetlands W-AI and 
W-V as regulated wetlands and has identified them as such in the revised wetland impact table 
located in Attachment C.  Please note that neither wetland will be impacted during either construction 
or operation of the Project, as both wetlands will be avoided via a horizontal directional drill or 
conventional bore construction technique. 
 
 
2) The site specific HDD plans need to be updated to depict how the boring locations will be 

isolated from wetlands and other waters of the United States.  Please show erosion and 
sedimentation controls on the plan. 

 
Response 

Millennium has updated the site-specific HDD plans to show erosion controls and isolation from 
wetlands and other waters of the United States.  These plans are provided in Attachment B. 
 
 
3) Millennium’s April 22, 2016 letter quantified the impacts to NYSDEC Freshwater Wetland 

Adjacent Areas (“AA”) where there would be a permanent change in cover type.  However, 
NYSDEC staff request that the total area of AAs that will be impacted be provided, regardless if 
there will be a conversion of vegetation type (i.e., total ground disturbance area for all AA). 
 

Response 
 
Millennium has provided an updated table below which reflects all Project-related impacts to 
Adjacent Areas based on the revised Project design.  The column labeled ‘Construction Impacts’ 
reflects the total extent of AA to be affected by the Project while the column labeled ‘Operational 
Impacts’ reflect where there will be a permanent change in vegetation type for an AA located within 
the permanent easement.  Total ground disturbance for all AAs is included in the “Construction 
Impacts.”  All temporary and additional temporary workspace located within AAs will be allowed to 
revert to pre-construction vegetation cover types. 
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NYSDEC-Regulated Freshwater Wetland Adjacent Areas to be Affected by Valley Lateral 
Project 
 

NYSDEC FWW ID Wetland 
Construction 

Delineated Wetland 
ID 

Acres of FWW Adjacent Areaa Affected 

Constructionc Operationb,d 

MD-20 -- -- -- -- 

MD-23 HDD W-AG -- -- 

MD-29 HDD W-AI 0.26 0.04 

MD-29 Eligible HDD W-AL -- -- 

MD-26 Bore W-V 0.37 0.14 

OT-23 -- -- -- -- 

OT-33 -- -- -- -- 

TOTALS  0.63 0.18 

NOTES: 
a:  The area within 100-feet of State Regulated Freshwater Wetlands.  All of the FWW Adjacent Area Affected is forest 

land. 
b:  Construction acres based on the proposed workspace for the Valley Lateral Project.  Operation acres based on 10 

foot vegetation maintenance width within the 50-foot permanent easement. 
c:  Construction acres estimated based on an assumed 75 foot construction corridor and 100 foot corridor in agricultural 

lands. 
d:  Operation acres estimated based on an assumed 50-foot easement.  All other vegetation types will be allowed to 

revert to pre-construction conditions. 
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4) The Project will be installed by a combination of HDD, conventional bore and open trench.  

Please clarify the width of the permanently maintained ROW for each of these installation 
methods along the entire pipeline route, including uplands and wetlands.  Additionally, for each 
installation method, please provide the frequency of maintenance and methodology and 
justification for maintaining a cleared corridor above the pipeline. 

 
Response  
 
During the operation of the Project, the following widths will be used for vegetation management 
within the right-of-way: 
 

Valley Lateral Project 
Width of Vegetation Management Within Permanent Easement 

Construction 
Method 

Permanent 
Easement Width 

(feet) 

Width of Vegetation Management (feet) 

Uplandsa Adjacent 
Areas 

Wetlands 

Open Trench 50 50 10 10 

Conventional Bore 50 50 0 0 

Horizontal 
Directional Drill 

50 0 0 0 

a – Denotes upland areas outside of Adjacent Areas associated with NYSDEC-jurisdictional wetlands. 
 

Millennium will operate and maintain the Project facilities in compliance with USDOT regulations 
set forth at 49 CFR Part 192, FERC's regulations at 18 CFR § 380.15, and maintenance provisions of 
the FERC Plan and FERC Procedures.  Operational activities for the Project facilities will primarily 
consist of routine maintenance of the right-of-way, and inspection, repair, and cleaning of the 
pipeline.  Vegetation management within the permanent easement is required to facilitate periodic 
aerial and ground inspections by Millennium personnel that will be used to identify conditions 
requiring maintenance, including: 
 
• soil erosion that may expose the pipe;  
• dead vegetation that may indicate a leak in the pipeline; 
• general conditions of vegetation cover and erosion control measures;  
• unauthorized encroachment on the right-of-way, such as buildings and other substantial 

structures; and  
• other conditions that could present a safety hazard or require preventive maintenance or repairs.   
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In upland areas, Millennium will maintain vegetation on the permanent right-of-way by mowing, 
cutting, and trimming, except in areas of actively cultivated cropland.  Large brush and trees will be 
periodically removed so that root systems will not damage the integrity of the pipe coating.   
 
Millennium will not conduct vegetation maintenance over the full width of the permanent right-of-
way in wetlands and will allow a riparian strip of at least 25 feet wide as measured from the 
waterbody’s ordinary high water mark to permanently revegetate.  However, to facilitate periodic 
pipeline corrosion/leak surveys within wetlands where the pipeline has been installed by the open 
trench method, a corridor centered on the pipeline and up to 10 feet wide may be maintained in an 
herbaceous state.  In addition, trees and shrubs that are located within 15 feet of the pipeline that 
have roots that could compromise the integrity of the pipeline coating may be cut and removed from 
the right-of-way.  Millennium will conduct vegetation management within the permanent easement 
on a periodic basis on the order of once every three to five years.  Vegetation management activities 
will not occur between April 15 and August 1 of any year.  Vegetation maintenance will not 
normally be required in agricultural or grazing areas.   
 

 
5) In its April 22, 2016 letter to FERC, Millennium stated that it believes that a conventional bore is 

not feasible to cross Caitlin Creek and Wetland W-AI at MP 4.08 since this crossing length would 
exceed the length of the conventional bore technology.  Please indicate if an HDD crossing would 
be feasible in this location. 

 
Response 

Millennium has evaluated the installation of the pipeline under Caitlin Creek and Wetland W-AI at 
MP 4.08 via HDD and has determined that this methodology would be feasible at this location.  As 
such, Millennium has incorporated this construction modification into the Project design.  A revised 
site plan depicting this change is provided in Attachment C.  The use of HDD technology will avoid 
direct surface impacts to both Caitlin Creek and W-AI.  Tables showing the revised construction and 
operational wetland and waterbody impacts are provided in the response to Comment 6(c) below.  A 
summary of the wetland construction impacts and PFO conversion acres for the Project, and the 
amount of impact reduction since the initial Application in November 2015, is provided below.
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Summary of Wetland Construction Impacts and PFO Conversion (Acres) for 
the Valley Lateral Project 

Design Date 

Palustrine 
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Palustrine 
Scrub-
Shrub 

Palustrine 
Forested Total 
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November 2015 1.42 0.47 0.90 0.39 2.79 0.39 

January 2016 1.28 0.47 0.14 0.07 1.89 0.07 

August 2016 1.16 0.41 0.11 0.06 1.68 0.06 

Amount of Impact Reduction since initial JPA November 2015 1.11 0.33 

a:  Construction Acreage = all workspace during construction activities (temporary & ATWS plus permanent 
easement). 
b:  Permanent wetland impacts are limited to the conversion of forested wetland for maintenance of a 30-
foot wide area along the pipeline right-of-way in areas of trenched crossings. 
 
 
6) Please provide a response to the following items: 

a. Will materials resulting from the trench excavation be temporarily sidecast into waters of 
the U.S. and if so, how long will the material be stockpiled? 

Response 

The FERC Wetland and Waterbody Construction and Mitigation Procedures (2013) require 
that Millennium minimize the amount of time that a trench remains open within wetlands.  
Therefore, Millennium proposed to install the pipeline through wetlands, where an open 
trench technique is proposed, using a ‘drag section.’  This technique requires fabrication of 
the pipeline within an upland area and only trenching within the wetland after the pipe is 
ready for installation.  Millennium may sidecast trench spoil directly within a wetland for a 
limited time period (24 to 72 hours depending on length of crossing) sufficient to move the 
pipe from the upland into the trench.  Wetland topsoil will be segregated from subsoil to 
preserve the existing seed bank.  The trench will be backfilled immediately upon completion 
of installation with the wetland topsoil replaced in its original position and depth.  
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Cc: NYSDEC – Ms. Karen Gaidasz 
 NYSDEC – Ms. Sita Crounse 

NYSDEC – Heather Gierloff 
NYSDEC – Ms. Lisa Masi 
NYSDEC – Adedayo Adewole 
USFWS – Mr. Tim Sullivan 
USACE – Mr. Brian Orzel 

 FERC – Mr. Anthony Rana 
 Edge Engineering and Science – Mr. Trevor Loveday 
 Greenberg Traurig, LLP – Mr. Robert Rosenthal 
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ATTACHMENT B 
  

HORIZONTAL DIRECTION DRILL ALIGNMENT SHEET AND 
EROSION / SEDIMENT CONTROL PLANS  

(Milepost 2.56 to Milepost 3.55) 
 











 

 

ATTACHMENT C 
  

UPDATED LAND USE, WETLAND AND WATERBODY  
IMPACT TABLES
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TABLE 1 

Land Requirements for the Valley Lateral Project 

Facility Land Affected During 
Construction (acres)a 

Land Affected During 
Operation (acres)b 

Pipeline right-of-way 44.32 29.48 

Additional Temporary Workspace 25.76 0.39 

Aboveground Facilitiesc   

Launcher (MP 0.0) 0.17 0.17 

Receiver (MP 7.8) 0.23 0.23 

Meter Station Piping 0.58 0.58 

Meter Station (MP 7.8) 0.23 0.23 

Access Roads 10.20 3.07 

Pipeyards 19.51 9.79 

TOTAL:d 101.00 43.94 

Notes: 
a:  Includes all construction workspace, (i.e. the permanent right-of-way, temporary right-of-way, and ATWS).  
ATWS 001 included in the Pipeyard acres. 
b:  Includes only the permanent right-of-way.  Does not include the area between HDD entry and exit points. 
c:  The land required for the tap valve (approximate mainline station -4 + 64) is located in the launcher site and the 
tap (tap line station 3 + 00) is located within the existing permanent right-of-way for the 24-inch Millennium Pipeline.   
d: Sums may not equal addends due to rounding. 
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TABLE 3.2.1-2 

Waterbodies Crossed by the Valley Lateral Project  

Waterbody 
ID Waterbody Name Approximate 

MP Town Quadrangle Flow Type 
Crossing 
Length 
(feet) 

FERC 
Classa 

Water 
Quality 

Standardb 

Fishery 
Classificationc 

State 
Fishery 

Construction 
Windowd 

NYSDEC 
Protected 
Waterbody 

(Yes or 
No)e 

Crossing Methodf 

Pipeline Lateral  

St-A Tributary to Rutgers Creek 0.1 Minisink Unionville Intermittent <3 Minor C TBD TBD No Dry waterbody, Dam and Pump, or 
Flume 

St-E Rutgers Creek 1.3 Minisink Unionville Perennial 95 Intermediate C(T) coldwater TBD Yes HDD 

St-F Tributary to Rutgers Creek 1.5 Minisink Unionville Intermittent <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No HDD 

St-G Rutgers Creek 1.8 Minisink Unionville Perennial 42 Intermediate C(T) coldwater TBD Yes HDD 

St-I Indigot Creek 2.6 Minisink/ 
Wawayanda Pine Island Perennial 69 Intermediate C TBD TBD No HDD 

St-J Catlin Creek 2.8 Wawayanda Pine Island Perennial 18 Intermediate C TBD TBD No HDD 

St-R Tributary to Catlin Creek 3.7 Wawayanda Pine Island Intermittent <3 Minor C TBD TBD No Dry waterbody, Dam and Pump, or 
Flume 

St-S Catlin Creek 3.9 Wawayanda Middletown Perennial 10 Intermediate C TBD TBD No Flume or Dam and Pump 

St-S Catlin Creek 4.1 Wawayanda Middletown Perennial 19 Intermediate C TBD TBD No HDD 

St-O Unmapped Tributary to Catlin Creek 4.5 Wawayanda Middletown Intermittent <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No HDD 

St-L Tributary to Catlin Creek 5.8 Wawayanda Middletown Perennial <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No HDD 

St-M Unmapped Tributary to Monhagen Brook 7.5 Wawayanda Middletown Ephemeral <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No HDD 

Meter Station Piping 

St-AH Unnamed tributary to Monhagen Brook N/A Wawayanda Middletown Ephemeral <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No Install Erosion Controls / culvert as 
needed 

Aboveground Facilities  

None Identified  

Pipeyards  

None Identified  
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TABLE 3.2.1-2 

Waterbodies Crossed by the Valley Lateral Project  

Waterbody 
ID Waterbody Name Approximate 

MP Town Quadrangle Flow Type 
Crossing 
Length 
(feet) 

FERC 
Classa 

Water 
Quality 

Standardb 

Fishery 
Classificationc 

State 
Fishery 

Construction 
Windowd 

NYSDEC 
Protected 
Waterbody 

(Yes or 
No)e 

Crossing Methodf 

Access Roads  

St-A Tributary to Rutgers Creek PAR-001B Minisink Unionville Intermittent <3 Minor C TBD TBD No Use existing culvert 

St-C Unmapped Tributary to Rutgers Creek PAR-001B Minisink Unionville Intermittent <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No Use existing culvert 

St-F Unnamed Tributary to Rutgers Creek TAR-002 Minisink Unionville Intermittent <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No Temporary mats 

St-F Unnamed Tributary to Rutgers Creek TAR-002 Minisink Unionville Intermittent <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No Use existing culvert 

St-AH Unnamed tributary to Monhagen Brook PAR-002 Wawayanda Middletown Ephemeral <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No Install Erosion Controls / culvert as 
needed 

St-L Tributary to Catlin Creek TAR-009 Wawayanda Middletown Perennial <3 Minor N/A TBD TBD No Use existing culvert 

NOTES: 
N/A = Not Applicable 
HDD = Horizontal Directional Drill. 
All features in table E-2 were identified during field surveys.  No NHD waterbodies were identified in the no survey area between MP 3.01 and 3.03 or MP 3.11 and 3.35, and MP 5.65 from desktop review. 
a:  Minor (<10 feet); Intermediate (>10 - <100 feet); Major (>100 feet). 
b:  Source - Water Quality Classifications (WQC) – NYS (NYSDEC) 2010.  http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.wtrcls.xml. 
c:  To be determined in consultation with NYSDEC Bureau of Fisheries. 
d:  To be determined in consultation with NYSDEC Bureau of Fisheries. 
e:  Source - Water Quality Classifications (WQC) – NYS (NYSDEC) 2010.  http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.wtrcls.xml. 
f:  Where trenched crossings are proposed, a dry crossing method will be implemented (i.e., dam and pump or flume) where there is discernable flow at the time of crossing.   

http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.wtrcls.xml
http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.wtrcls.xml
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TABLE 3.3.1-2 
Wetlands Associated with the Valley Lateral Project 

Wetland 
ID MP Town Quadrangle Wetland 

Classa 
Crossing 

Length (feet)b 

Wetland Impact (acres)c Permanent 
Forested 
Wetland 

Conversion 
(acres) 

State Wetland 
Classificationd 

NYSDEC 
Regulated 
Wetland 
(Yes or 

No)e 

Crossing Methodf Construction Operation 

PFO PSS PEM PFO PSS PEM 

Pipeline Lateral  

W-A 0.1 Minisink Unionville PEM 11 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-C 0.4 Minisink Unionville PEM 29 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-D 0.4 Minisink Unionville PEM 9 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 N/A No Mat Crossing / Conventional Bore 

W-E 0.5 Minisink Unionville PEM 12 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-G 0.8 Minisink Unionville PFO 106 0.11 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.06 Eligible No Open Cut 

W-H 0.9 Minisink Unionville PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Eligible No Open Cut 

W-H 1.0 Minisink Unionville PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Eligible No Open Cut 

W-H 1.0 Minisink Unionville PEM 10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 Eligible No Open Cut 

W-L 1.5 Minisink Unionville PSS 84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Eligible No HDD 

W-M 1.6 Minisink Unionville PSS 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No HDD 

W-R 2.5 Minisink Pine Island PEM 12 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-U 3.0 Wawayanda Pine Island PEM 116 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No HDD 

W-AS 3.5 Wawayanda Pine Island PEM 38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Eligible MD-29 
Class 2 No HDD 

W-AT 3.7 Wawayanda Pine Island PEM 41 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-AV 3.7 Wawayanda Pine Island PSS 22 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 Eligible MD-29 
Class 2 No Open Cut 

W-AL 4.1 Wawayanda Middletown PFO 219 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Eligible MD-29 
Class 2 No HDD 

W-AI 4.4 Wawayanda Middletown PFO 228 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 MD-29 Class 2 Yes HDD 

W-V 5.3 Wawayanda Middletown PFO/PEM 94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 MD-26 Class 3 Yes Conventional bore 

W-W 5.7 Wawayanda Middletown PEM 17 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-AA 6.6 Wawayanda Middletown PEM 15 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 N/A No Mat Crossing / Conventional Bore 

W-AB 6.7 Wawayanda Middletown PSS 14 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 N/A No Mat Crossing / Conventional Bore 

W-AF 7.0 Wawayanda Middletown PEM 74 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

W-BA 7.2 Wawayanda Middletown PEM/PSS 0 0.00 0.20 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Eligible MD-28 
Class 3 No Temporary Mats 

W-AG 7.6 Wawayanda Middletown PFO 60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 MD-23 Class 2 Yes HDD 
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TABLE 3.3.1-2 
Wetlands Associated with the Valley Lateral Project 

Wetland 
ID MP Town Quadrangle Wetland 

Classa 
Crossing 

Length (feet)b 

Wetland Impact (acres)c Permanent 
Forested 
Wetland 

Conversion 
(acres) 

State Wetland 
Classificationd 

NYSDEC 
Regulated 
Wetland 
(Yes or 

No)e 

Crossing Methodf Construction Operation 

PFO PSS PEM PFO PSS PEM 

W-AH 7.7 Wawayanda Middletown PSS 94 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00   HDD 

Pipeline Total: 1,305 0.11 0.26 1.16 0.06 0.04 0.34 0.06    

Aboveground Facilities 

Pig Launcher None Identified 

Pig Receiver None Identified 

Meter Station Piping 

W-AH N/A Wawayanda Middletown PSS 126 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No Open Cut 

Meter Station Piping Total: 126 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00  
Pipeyards 

None Identified 

Access Roads  

W-A PAR-
001B Minisink Unionville PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No Install Erosion Controls 

W-C PAR-
001B Minisink Unionville PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No Install Erosion Controls 

W-D TAR-
001 Minisink Unionville PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No Install Erosion Controls 

W-E TAR-
001 Minisink Unionville PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No Install Erosion Controls 

W-AY TAR-
005 Wawayanda Pine Island PEM 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N/A No Install Erosion Controls 

Access Road Total: 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00  

PROJECT TOTAL: 1,431 0.11 0.41 1.16 0.06 0.04 0.34 0.06  

NOTES: 
N/A = Not Applicable 
All features in table E-1 were identified during field surveys.  No NWI or NYSDEC wetlands were identified in the no survey area between MP 3.01 and 3.03 or MP 3.11 and 3.35, and 5.64 from desktop review. 
a:  Wetland classification according to Cowardin et al. 1979: PEM = Palustrine Emergent Wetland; PSS = Palustrine Scrub-Shrub Wetland; PFO = Palustrine Forested Wetland. 
b:  A crossing length of zero indicates the feature is not crossed by the centerline of the pipeline but is located within the construction work area.  For access roads, a crossing length of zero indicates that the feature is located adjacent to the access road. 
c:  Construction Acreage = all workspace during construction activities (temporary and ATWS plus permanent ROW); Operation Acreage = 50 foot permanent easement.  No impact acres included for wetlands located within trenchless crossings. 
d: Source:  Regulatory Freshwater Wetlands – New York State – 2002 (NYSDEC) http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.fwwetlands_cugir.xml, and consultation with NYSDEC. 
e:  Source:  Regulatory Freshwater Wetlands – New York State – 2002 (NYSDEC) http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.fwwetlands_cugir.xml. 
f:  Wetland crossing methods are described in Resource Report 1 and Millennium’s ECS (Appendix 1B).  HDD = Horizontal Directional Drill. 

 

 

http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.fwwetlands_cugir.xml
http://gis.ny.gov/gisdata/metadata/nysdec.fwwetlands_cugir.xml
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TABLE 4 
Land Use Acreage Affected by Construction and Operation of the Valley Lateral Project 

Workspace Type/ 
Facility 

Agriculturala Upland Forestb Open Landc Industrial/ 
Commerciald Wetlandse Open Waterf Residentialg Totalh 
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Pipeline Right-of-Way 30.24 20.54 10.83 7.36 1.79 1.02 0.73 0.17 0.71 0.37 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 44.32 29.48 

Additional Temporary 
Workspace 18.56 0.39 4.18 0.00 1.12 0.00 1.08 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 25.76 0.39 

Aboveground Facilities  
Launcher (MP 0.0) 0.17 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.17 
Receiver (MP 7.8) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.23 
Meter Station Piping 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.15 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.58 
Meter Station (MP 7.8) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.23 

Access Roads 6.08 1.92 1.13 0.04 0.62 0.00 2.20 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.13 0.00 10.20 3.07 
Pipeyards 8.06 8.06 2.93 1.73 0.14 0.00 8.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.51 9.79 

Project Total: 63.10 31.09 19.06 9.13 3.67 1.02 13.29 2.16 1.72 0.53 0.03 0.02 0.13 0.00 101.00 43.94 

Notes:  *Sums may not equal addends due to rounding. 
a:  Agricultural Land – active hayfields, cultivated land, and specialty crops. 
b:  Upland forest – forested area, not including forested wetlands. 
c:  Open Land – utility rights-of-way, open fields, vacant land, herbaceous and scrub-shrub uplands, and non-forested lands. 
d:  Industrial/Commercial Land – manufacturing or industrial plants, paved areas, landfills, mines, quarries, electric power or natural gas utility facilities, developed areas, 

roads, railroads and railroad yards, and commercial or retail facilities. 
e:  Wetlands - Palustrine emergent (PEM), scrub-shrub (PSS), and forested (PFO) wetlands. 
f:   Open Water –Streams visible on aerial photography but less than 100 feet in width. 
g:  Residential Land – existing developed residential areas.  This may include large developments, low, medium, and high-density residential neighborhoods, 

urban/suburban residential, multi-family residences, ethnic villages, residentially zoned areas that have been developed, or short segments of the route at road 
crossings with homes near the route alignment. 

h:  Construction and operation acres excluding area between HDD entry and exit points which will be limited to hand clearing only for a maximum 10 foot wide footpath.   
i:   Includes land to be used for construction, including any land that would be retained for operation of the new facilities.   
j:   Includes only land acquired for operation of the pipeline (e.g., 50-foot permanent pipeline ROW).  Includes land required for operation of the pig launcher and receiver, 

meter station, and permanent access roads.   
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